THE NEW
KOPILA VALLEY SCHOOL
Join us in building the future

A NEW CAMPUS FOR STUDENTS
TO LEARN, GROW AND THRIVE
The BlinkNow Foundation’s mission is to provide a
high-quality education and a loving, caring home for
orphaned, impoverished and at-risk children. After
ten years of extraordinary progress and communitydriven change in the region, we are thrilled to break
ground on the school of our dreams – a new campus
for Kopila Valley School in Surkhet, Nepal. Our new
school is a critical next step towards transforming the
lives of children and families in our region, anchoring
our commitment to the people and country of Nepal.
OUR STORY
Our original school was built in 2010 to address
the urgent needs of children in the region. Since
then, we have grown to serve 360 children from
Surkhet and surrounding areas, providing a safe
place to learn, nutritious meals, basic healthcare
and after-school activities. School uniforms, books
and everything children need to learn and grow are
provided. Inspiration is delivered daily.
Our program currently runs from nursery through
10th grade, but we’ve outgrown the temporary
structure and leased land. The new Kopila Valley
School will reside on almost three acres of
purchased land two kilometers away – serving
as pre-primary school, primary school, secondary
school through 12th grade, post-secondary school
and vocational center. There will be 18 classrooms
for about 500 students ready to learn, thrive and
reach their potential.
Construction comes at a critical time. In April 2015,
a devastating earthquake destroyed over 5,000
schools in addition to homes, hospitals and
infrastructure throughout Nepal. It became apparent

that we needed a model for creating safe, affordable
new structures using sustainable construction
practices. We believe our school will serve as
just that.
A MODEL FOR GLOBAL CHANGE
The new home of Kopila Valley School allows
us to unleash our creativity and apply the latest
innovations in green development. Together, we
can build something truly unique by combining
local resources – surveyors, civil engineers,
architects, construction teams and materials – with
sustainable design. We’re engineering our school
with techniques that focus on energy efficiency, work
with Nepal’s climate and geology and overcome the
region’s challenges.
We believe Kopila Valley can become a model
for other schools and help raise the standard of
education in the region. By delivering secondary
education and entrepreneurial, leadership and
vocational skills training, we’ll cultivate a generation
of compassionate citizens who bring innovative
ideas and positive development to Nepal and
the world. By incorporating modern, international
teaching methods with local, highly qualiﬁed
educators and a STEM-based (Science, Technology,
Environmental Studies and Mathematics) curriculum,
we’ll create a leading progressive high school in
Surkhet.
Our goal: Expand both our school and our vision
while providing a nurturing, safe environment for
children to become future leaders and changemakers in the community.

“This is not just about literacy and learning facts; it’s
about shining a light on each student’s potential.”

Pre-Primary (Little People’s Village)

BUILT FROM THE EARTH
Imagine a vibrant school set on the beautiful foothills of Surkhet in mid-western Nepal. Fragrant fruit trees
and a quiet stream greet the students and staff every morning. Contemporary classrooms are strengthened
by centuries-old architectural techniques. The campus brims with the new, yet borders the village’s oldest
temple, echoing its culture of community.
This is the new Kopila Valley School – and ground has now broken in a truly groundbreaking way. Led by
famed Nepali architect Prabal Thapa and contractor Hemendra Bohra, the campus will be minimalist and
modern, energy-efficient and earthquake-resistant – all while maintaining the feel of a Nepali village.
This will be the ﬁrst rammed-earth campus in the world. In fact, we’re building primarily with earth: thick,
heavy walls that provide incredible strength and a thermal mass to optimize temperatures. Out of respect
for the land, we are trying to preserve time-honored terracing. We are modeling classroom buildings after
traditional Nepali architecture – and hope to be a model for others as the country recovers from the truly
devastating earthquake in April 2015.
Kopila Valley School will soon serve more students than ever. We’ll grow more of our own food, secure
additional housing for children transitioning to adulthood and initiate a vocational training center for the
entire community. We’ll create future leaders – and change the world.

“We ﬁnd ourselves
with a team and
campus design that
are stronger than
we could have
ever imagined.”

OUR STRUCTURE IS SOUND
FOUNDATION: Stone masonry strip foundation with reinforced cement
concrete anchoring

VERTICAL ELEMENT: Cement-stabilized, load-bearing rammed-earth
walls with maximum seismic reinforcement

FLOOR: Precast concrete plank and joist with cast-in-situ girders and ties
ROOF: Lightweight roof made of steel truss with UPVC sheet envelope
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STRENGTH IN SUSTAINABILITY
The new Kopila Valley School is designed with the environment in mind. Sustainable architectural techniques
and construction materials suit the local climate and geology. The building foundation and walls are made
from locally sourced earthen clay. We are focused on everything from harvesting rainwater to exploring
alternative fuel sources to growing food through modern, hydroponic agriculture. Our “green” campus is
made strong by its sustainability.

ECOLOGICALLY RESPONSIBLE FEATURES AT THE NEW KOPILA VALLEY SCHOOL:
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT

SOLAR COOKING

Managing the quantity and quality of storm water is crucial
in the mid-hills of Nepal, especially during the long monsoon
months. Proper management can help control ﬂooding and
erosion, boost ground water recharge and maintain adequate
moisture content in soil. Collecting and storing rain water
decreases our reliance on ground-wells and helps mitigate
erosion and splash-damage around the bases of our buildings.

A solar steam cooking system is a sustainable, hygienic and
cost-effective alternative to cooking gas. The system, which
uses automatic-tracking solar dish concentrators to convert
water into high-pressure steam, can cook food for several
hundred people at once.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT
The biological processes used to treat wastewater or sewage
include anaerobic bio-digester and reed beds, which can
remove the majority of contaminants to make the water ﬁt for its
desired end use and safely returned to the environment.

BIOGAS
Organic household waste or manure can be turned into a
cooking fuel called biogas, which burns cleanly, produces less
pollutants and reduces cooking fuel expenses by up to 80%.
Plus, a biogas system produces a nutrient-rich slurry that can be
used as fertilizer for plants and vegetables.

PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR BACKUP
A photovoltaic energy management system with battery backup
can solve the ongoing problem of insufficient and unpredictable
power supply from the national grid.

SUSTAINABLE LAND MANAGEMENT
Sustainable farming provides food and biodiversity while
allowing us to recycle nutrients from the wastewater treatment
and biogas systems. Improved agricultural methods and
reforestation with local species improves soil health and water
retention, which aids in resilience against wildﬁres.

“Aside from just being beautiful, our campus needs to
be a model of sustainability.”

BUILDING INSPIRATION
ONE BRICK AT A TIME
The new Kopila Valley School is designed for strength and sustainability, yet it’s what we’re building on the
inside that matters most. We’re creating a safe haven for the children of Surkhet – an oasis of learning and
community and a path to a brighter future and an education for life.
School curriculum ensures our children learn how to read and write, and includes art, music, world
religion, sustainability and human values education. We also prepare students to be responsible citizens
of our world. The new campus propels this effort with a focus on life skills, adult education, job readiness
and entrepreneurship.

WE WILL OFFER:
•

A new vocational center for skills training in construction, carpentry, masonry, welding, electrical,
mechanical work and more

•

An ongoing speaker series with civic and business leaders to inspire our students

•

Rotating workshops in everything from Ayurvedic medicine to beekeeping

•

Real-world training in farming and horticultural techniques

Our goal is connecting students to the community, creating jobs where they may not currently exist in Nepal
and establishing a solid foundation for success.

“Let’s create a world that we want to see every day.
We have the power to do that.”
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THE FUTURE IS NOW
At Kopila Valley School, we are dedicated to creating an environment that fosters mutual respect
and working together, deep learning and boundless creativity and developing joyful, compassionate
learners and innovative thinkers. Every day we strive to create a sustainable organization working
to educate all of Kopila’s children until they are ready to enter the world as happy, skilled, confident,
self-sufficient and English-speaking adults.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
The future of Kopila Valley is now – and you’re invited. Help us build a better future, a better
community, a better campus – where the beauty and strength of our buildings reflect the beauty and
strength of our students.

Visit blinknow.org/new-campus to get involved.

blinknow.org

